ABSTRACT The linked open data (LOD) cloud is a global information space with a wealth of structured facts, which are useful for a wide range of usage scenarios. The LOD cloud handles a large number of requests from applications consuming the data. However, the performance of retrieving data from LOD repositories is one of the major challenge. Overcome with this challenge, we argue that it is advantageous to maintain a local cache for efficient querying and processing. Due to the continuous evolution of the LOD cloud, local copies become outdated. In order to utilize the best resources, improvised scheduling is required to maintain the freshness of the local data cache. In this paper, we have proposed an approach to efficiently capture the changes and update the cache. Our proposed approach, called application-aware change prioritization (AACP), consists of a change metric that quantifies the changes in LOD, and a weight function that assigns importance to recent changes. We have also proposed a mechanism to update policies, called preference-aware source update (PASU), which incorporates the previous estimation of changes and establishes when the local data cache needs to be updated. In the experimental evaluation, several state-of-the-art strategies are compared against the proposed approach. The performance of each policy is measured by computing the precision and recall between the local data cache update using the policy under consideration and the data source, which is the ground truth. Both cases of a single update and iterative update are evaluated in this study. The proposed approach is reported to outperform all the other policies by achieving an F1-score of 88% and effectivity of 93.5%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the Semantic Web community promotes Linked Open Data to address interoperability and sharing issues for online datasets [1] . The LOD cloud offers a wealth of information including geo-location facts 1 and cross-domain information. Currently, it is estimated that more than thirty billion facts have been published over LOD [2] . The format of LOD is encoded as RDF, 2 which consists of a subject, a predicate, and an object that is stored in Triplestore. 3 RDF is the query processing and serves the requests from its cache (also called cache hits) [14] . Many caching techniques have been developed for relational databases such as LRU [15] and LFU [16] . The underlying structure of the LOD cloud is different from the relational databases. These caching algorithms designed for relational databases are not applicable in the LOD scenario [17] . Linked Data applications need constant updates to guarantee the quality of service and maintain up-to-date copies of the data. In the ideal case, an application is needed to visit all the data sources. However, in the real world scenario, this is not feasible due to limited computational resources. To the extent of our knowledge, we believe, there is a very limited work addressing the problem of updating local LOD caches [2] , [8] , [13] , [18] - [22] .
Existing approaches [5] , [13] , [23] that are dedicated to capture changes in LOD utilize HTTP header information. This provides information concerning when the source in the LOD cloud was last changed. Recent analyses [12] , [24] have shown that applications relying on the last-modified HTTP header information are inappropriate and susceptible to drawing incorrect conclusions. Alternative strategies [18] , [19] have utilized scheduling and explore different features such as such as Age [25] and Size [26] to assign the preference in order to visit the resources. However, existing scheduling methods [18] , [19] are not effective as they do not consider the importance of the preference score while conducting the cache update. Similarly, the cache mechanism of existing methods is computationally expensive; instead of only replacing with changed items, the existing methods perform a full cache replacement. Recently [18] , a crawling strategy called Triple Linear Regression (TLR) has been proposed for RDF documents. However, due to the poor accuracy of this approach, it can not be utilized in a real-world LOD application.
In order to utilize the best resources, it is essential to improvise an effective scheduling strategy for updating the local data cache. In this paper, we have proposed change-aware scheduling for effectively updating LOD cache. In contrast to existing approaches [18] , [19] , our novel scheduling utilizes a change metric together with a weight function that assigns more importance to recent changes in the dataset. Moreover, our proposed update policy incorporates the previous estimation of changes and establishes when the local data cache needs to be updated.
The motivation behind the change-aware scheduling approach is to maintain the local data cache up-to-date for faster querying and processing. In order to achieve these goals, this study was undertaken with the following objectives:
1) To select the change metric that quantifies the changes for the LOD cloud. 2) To select scheduling that assigns a preference in order to visit LOD sources. 3) To keep the local data cache up-to-date by replacing it with changed items.
The key contributions of this paper are given below: • The proposed approach is able to identify the changes such as the addition and deletion of triples from Linked Data using a changing metric and applies the Application-Aware Change Prioritization (AACP) algorithm that utilizes a weight function to assign importance to the recent changes.
• Our novel scheduling scheme, called Preference Aware Source Update (PASU), incorporates the previous estimation of change and establishes the criteria for when data caches need to be updated. Instead of a full cache replacement, the proposed approach only captures the changes and upgrades the local cache. As comparing to the existing approaches [18] , [19] , our proposed approach has flexibility to incorporate other change metric [27] . In this approach, we have considered behavior change of LOD as an essential factor and utilized weight function to assign importance to recent changes. Following are the highlights of this research:
• This paper introduces a change-aware scheduling approach for effectively updating the local data cache.
• We have utilized the change metric to quantify the changes, i.e., addition and deletion of items in LOD.
• We have prioritized the recent changes using a weight function, that assigns importance to the recent changes.
• Our cache replacement incorporates the previous estimation and establishes when the local data cache needs to be updated.
• We have evaluated the effectiveness of our approach based on the precision and recall using a DYLDO 4 and BTC 5 datasets. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Existing approaches in the area of change detection and scheduling are briefly reviewed in section II. Frequently used notation and abbreviations are listed in section III and section IV presents the proposed methodology for managing changes in Linked Data. The experiments and comparison with the state-of-theart methods are discussed in section V. Finally, section VI concludes this paper with a summary of the future research direction.
II. RELATED WORK
The related work of this paper focused on change detection and Linked Data scheduling strategies. We provided a brief review of the state-of-the-art approaches in comparison with our proposed approach.
A. CHANGE DETECTION IN LOD
Dynamic Linked Data Observatory (DYLDO) [13] is a monitoring framework for a Linked Data source, which monitors the changes based on the collection of the regular crawl using LOD sources. The authors give insights about the availability of documents. In the DYLDO study, they utilized the HTTP header information to detect the change. Dividino et al. [19] , [24] investigated the availability of the last-modified field in the HTTP header and revealed that only 7% of the documents provide correct information about the last change.
Monitoring tools [28] also provide information about the availability of LOD. DSNotify [29] and Semantic Pingback [30] are often considered generic frameworks. DSNotify uses the time blocking technique to detect and fix broken links between resources. Semantic Pingback uses notification to establish new links. However, both of these frameworks are mainly focused on static resources.
In summary, existing work focused on change detection [31] , specifically the structural analysis of the LOD in order to obtain the characteristics of the data [7] , [32] most prominently on the query caching [4] , [33] , [34] , but the working implementations are rare.
B. EXISTING LOD SCHEDULING STRATEGIES
A scheduling strategy fetches and stores the documents locally for future information needs. In Linked Data, Web Crawler is a program that automatically visits the web and builds a local copy of a snapshot. The crawler also revisits the pages and keep the caches updated [35] . In the past, many web scheduling strategies have been investigated. Choo et al. [36] investigated that to periodically poll the sources takes significant time and it is difficult to maintain upto-date copies. According to Choo and Garcia-Molina [37] , a web crawler performs better if it can adjust its frequency. Edwards et al. [38] argued that while dealing with the frequently modified document the crawler should assign the highest priority.
In summary, only a few work have been reported that deal with problems related to the Linked Data source updates. The existing solutions are not feasible to cope with the challenges related to the estimation of the Linked Data sources. In this paper, we consider the update strategy for Linked Data as a baseline [18] to compare our results.
III. PRELIMINARY AND FOUNDATIONS

A. SEMANTIC WEB
The Semantic Web [39] is an extension of Web of Data [40] . As described by Tim Berners-Lee [39] , the Semantic Web enables the machine in such a way that data can be searched, interpreted and reused. LOD is another important concept in the Semantic Web, enabling the machine to browse the web, such as DBpedia. 6 
B. DATA REPRESENTATION
Resource Description Framework (RDF) 7 is a standard way to represent the data in LOD cloud. The content of the 6 https://wiki.dbpedia.org/ 7 https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf11-concepts/ LOD is serialized in N-triples 8 format, which consists of x = (s, p, o), corresponding to the subject, predicate, and an object respectively. In this paper, we represent X t as a set of triples captured at a point in t and the set of all the snapshots captured at different points in time t is denoted as X = X t 1 , X t 2 , X t 3 , ...., X t N , where N represents the total number of snapshots. An example of the LOD snapshot is shown in Table 1 . The resources in the RDF is always described in RDF triples; Listing 1 describes a resource and with a prefix and the triples statement.
C. QUERIES SPARQL 9 is a standard language to retrieve and manipulate data that are stored in RDF format. LOD cloud provides a SPARQL endpoint for their datasets. However, these endpoints do not provide any information about dataset modification. Therefore, long running applications that use cache have to resubmit the queries for keeping data cache up-to-date.
As shown in Listing 2, the query will retrieve only one result related to the conference (''Conference,'' 2017) and SELECT clause derived from the set of the variables such as (?name, ?yr), while the WHERE clause will bind the pattern and return the result. 
D. SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATION
Frequently used symbols and abbreviations are provided in Table 2 and Table 3 .
IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this section, we have presented our proposed approach to estimate change in the LOD together with the general update policy when a data source should be fetched. First, we have discussed the change metric for the LOD sources. To prioritize the recent changes that occur in the Linked Data, we have proposed an algorithm called AACP that assigns weight to the recent changes that occurred in the LOD. Furthermore, we have proposed a general update policy called PASU, which establishes the criteria for data source as when it should be upgraded for faster querying and processing.
A. OVERVIEW
The overall logic of our proposed approach is shown in Figure 1 . The proposed approach consists of a change metric that identifies the addition and deletion of triples and thus quantifies the evolution of the LOD sources. In most of the cases, application requires only the latest changes provided by AACP algorithm which utilizes a weight function by giving importance to the recent changes. Based on the previous estimation, our proposed update policy called PASU keeps the local data cache up-to-date.
PASU also assigns a preference score to the highly dynamic sources. Our proposed method helps the application to identify the changes and updates the local copies of the LOD.
The following are the steps that are involved in our proposed approach:
• Firstly, we have applied the change metric on previously captured triples at time t. maps the addition and deletion of the triples with the real number.
• Secondly, the LOD sources continue to evolve over time whose change rate is explicitly not known. Thus, it is insufficient to apply only . Therefore, we have utilized Dynamic Characterizing Sets (DCS) that identify the changes on the triple level in each snapshot. An example of DCS is shown in Table 4 .
• Thirdly, we are able to quantify the changes using the proposed change metric. To prioritize the recent changes higher than the older changes, we have applied a weight function to the overall flow of the algorithm, as shown in Algorithm 1.
• Finally, we have introduced the novel scheduling policy called PASU, which determines the order in which the Linked Data sources should be fetched. The overall flow of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
B. CHANGE METRIC
The change metric quantifies the evolution of the Linked Data. Jaccard distance is widely used to measure the VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 2. Integrate the change rate function to quantify the evolution of data.
difference between the dataset, such as the addition and deletion of the items. The difference is represented as (X t 2 , X t 1 ) ≥ 0. Our assumption is that the change rate of all the snapshot X captured at time t is given by the function c(X t ) . As shown in the equation 1, we have integrated the change rate function to quantify the evolution of the LOD sources as shown in Figure 2 .
The rate of change c(X t ) is not explicitly known and our formulation for the change rate is based on the idea of a Characteristics Set (CS) [41] . To estimate the change, we have proposed the Dynamic Characteristics Set (DCS). The DCS is a combination of properties and types of LOD that are used to describe the content in LOD. A change in any level of Linked Data implies change in the mapping of the properties and type.
Dynamic Characteristic Set (DCS): Let X t represents the LOD snapshot captured at time t, which consisted of subject s, predicate p, and object o, where P is the set of the properties in X t , and T is the set of the type. The DCS is an element of the powerset P over P and T , and it can be represented as DCS ∈ P(P∪T ). Any change in the DCS shows that the new content in the LOD has been added or removed. The addition of a new item in the DCS means that the properties that are used in the LOD have not been observed before. Similarly, the deletion of the properties from the DCS shows that the term is no longer used. An example of the DCS is shown in Table 4 .
Example 1: To explain the changes in the LOD cloud, consider the snapshots of LOD captured at time t as shown in Table 4 . The changes are illustrated by DCS 1 , DCS 2 , DCS 2a and DCS 2b . The changes in DCS 1 = {foaf:Person, foaf: knows} captured at X t 1 and DCS 1 = {foaf:Person, foaf: knows} captured at X t 2 remain unchanged across snapshots. From the later version of the snapshot DCS 2 was deleted, and new combinations of DCS 2a and DCS 2b were observed. Thus, DCS 2 is no longer used in the LOD.
C. PRIORITIZE RECENT CHANGES
So far, we are able to quantify the changes in the LOD, and it is important to prioritize the changes that tend to be less important as time passes. Therefore, a change metric should strengthen the recent changes and weaken the older changes. Intuitively, we have considered the index update scenario in which the recent changes are more important than older changes. To achieve this goal, we have extended our proposed change metric and incorporated a weight function to assign importance to recent changes. We have modified the change metric and proposed the AACP algorithm to assign importance to recent changes. Suppose X t is a snapshot captured at time t, c(X t ) is a change rate of the LOD dataset and w(t) is a function that assign weight as mentioned in the equation 2
In the proposed Algorithm 1, we take the last modified date as an input and assign the weight based on the recent changes. The weight function of the item can be written as a function of its age [42] , whereas the particular age of the LOD is the time when the LOD was updated last time. To identify the correct present time of an item in the LOD, the proposed weighted function satisfies the following properties:
• w(X t , t i ) = 1 when t i = t and 0 w(X t , t i ) for all t t i .
• The weight of an item is monotonically non-increasing as time increases.
As shown in Algorithm 1, the first step is to compute the age and determine which items were updated, and assign weight based on the recently changed item. So far, we have constructed the change metric and are also able to identify the recent changes using the AACP algorithm. However, in the next section, we have proposed an update policy that utilizes a change metric while conducting updates by keeping the Linked Data cache up-to-date.
D. CACHING AND REPLACEMENT
An update strategy aimed for driving the data sources based on the preference. In an ideal case [18] , an update strategy only visits the source that has been changed. We have proposed our update policy called Preference-Aware Source Update (PASU), which visits the LOD sources based on the preference score. Most of the LOD applications prefetch the data and store in their cache. However, a preference score is required to determine the important sources. In our case, the preference score could be sorted in ascending or descending order, and the update function uses this information for cache replacement. The size of the cache is limited; therefore, cache replacement is a problem of identifying a recently changed item and replacing the local data cache. Based on the high dynamics, sources are updated at the highest priority. AACP assigns preference score based on the history of the sources. We have utilized the change metric as an aggregation of absolute changes. The preference score is computed as 
In equation 3, t lastupdate is a function that returns the time when LOD was last updated. Similarly, the function is recursive, as t lastupdate−1 returns the time prior to the last update and quantifies amount of the changes between the two snapshots. The scheduling strategy indicates a point at which the LOD source should be fetched. However, it is possible to retrieve the sources in the order of their assigned preference. Our proposed update strategy construct history of data source for their respective update plan. PASU assigns the preference score to the LOD sources. Based on the score, the update function assign visits to the resources that are needed to be fetched.
The overall flow of the proposed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. The input of the algorithm is a data source X t , and time t as when the data source was last updated. The proposed scheduling approach assigns preference to each data source based on the previous history. Information about the recently changed items is provided by the AACP algorithm. Based on this information, the PASU updates the local data cache by utilizing the two phase update policy. In the first phase, PASU quantifies the changes using the Jaccard distance and update from highly dynamic sources e.g. addition and deletion of triples as discussed in Example 3. We have applied the Jaccard distance; the results out-performs other metrics [27] . In the second phase, PASU calculates time at which the last update occur as discussed in Example 2. Example 2: Quantify the change using the Jaccard distance. Consider the datasets X Dataset = {X t1 , X t2 , X t3 }, where X t1 , X t2 , andX t3 represent the snapshots at three different point in time as shown in the Table 1 . To quantify the changes, -metrics determine the difference in the snapshots such as addition and deletion of the triples [43] .
PASU utilized the Jaccard distance, which maps the changes to a real number. The Jaccard distance between the set of triples can be calculated as follows: (6) Considering that the application maintaining the local data caches, was updated in January 5 th , 2018, the data source has already been updated and we have to compute gain update on the local copy. Our proposed scheduling technique will assigns preference and fetch the sources to keep the local data cache up-to-date.
V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
This section is devoted to perform analysis and comparison with other approaches. We first describe the setup of VOLUME 6, 2018 our experimentation, dataset details, analysis of dynamic sources and comparison with the existing approaches. Our experimental setting follows the same configuration of Dividino et al. [19] , however we have also evaluated the effectivity as how to get further insights related to runtime overhead of our proposed approach. The results of our research outperforms as when compared to the results of other approaches. We evaluated the effectiveness of our proposed approach by using precision and recall.
A. SETUP
We experimented and evaluated our proposed approach on real Linked Datasets. All the experiments were performed on a 4x AMD A8-7650K Radeon R7, 64bit Ubuntu 16.04.2 LTS, and OpenLink Virtuoso Server 07.10 with 16 GB RAM.
B. DATASETS
In the experiments, we have used the DYLDO 10 and BTC 11 datasets. Both of these datasets were serialized in the N-Quad format. To parse both of the datasets, we have used NxParser. 12 We have calculated the dynamic score of both datasets as shown in Table 7 and Table 8 . The following are the details of both datasets.
1) DYLDO:
As the first dataset, we have used DYLDO [13] , [44] , which is composed of 149 weekly crawls. DYLDO contains various well known sources such as dbpedia.org, identi.ca, and dbtropes.org. On average, the size of DYLDO for every snapshot is approximately 1.35 GB (or last 3 years it has been approximately 36 GB). From the original dataset, we parse and extracted the dataset from each snapshot. The total number of the data sources varied in each snapshots.
2) BTC:
This data was collected from the Multi-crawler framework [45] collected for the Billion Triple Challenge. 13 The dataset was crawled from January 2014 to July 2014. The size of the dataset varied in each crawl. In our experiments, we evaluated our approach on three different snapshots. The size of the first snapshot was 3.7GB (46 GB unzipped), second was 3.7GB (59GB unzipped) and third snapshot size was 2.1GB (44GB unzipped). We observed that most of the changes (73%) occurred in a data source with more than 10.8 million triples. The content in both of the datasets was subjected to frequent changes. From the available snapshots for both datasets, we have selected the top five PLD as shown in Table 5 and Table 6 . It is observed that both of the sources evolved over time. We have also categorized both the datasets. In each of the snapshots, have calculated the average number of additions and deletions for the statements. We have applied the dynamic function on the most frequently changed sources. To identify the most recent changes, we have applied the AACP algorithm as shown in the Table 7 and Table 8 . In the next section, have performed comprehensive analysis to identify the most dynamic sources.
C. ANALYSIS OF THE DYNAMIC SOURCES
Due to the heterogeneous nature of the Linked Data sources, we have expected dynamic behavior of data over the period of time. Some of the sources have evolved while the others remained unchanged. Similarly, we expected a wide range of changed behavior in period from 2014-05-12 to 2015-02-05. Some of the sources have evolved more than the other sources, as shown in Figure 3 , such as identi.ca (in Figure 3(a) ), which consisted of more than 4 million triples per snapshot. Other sources, such as neuifo.org (in Figure 3(f) ) were very small and consisted of 10,000 triples per snapshot.
From all of the snapshots of DYLDO, we have computed the dynamic function over the period of time. The dynamic function measured the change in the source that had gone through changes i.e., addition, and deletion of triples. Linked Data sources, in particular loc.gov (in Figure 3(b) ), linkedct.org (in Figure 3(c) ) and dbtropes.org (in Figure 3(e) ), show a higher change rate over the considered period of time, whereas neuinfo.org (in fig Figure 3 (f)) shows a lower change rate. We observed small peaks in identi.ca (in Figure 3(a) ), where the changes occurred only in the early period of time and then the sources remained almost constant. Our dynamic function also suggests that the sources linkedct.org (in fig Figure 3(c) ) and dbtropes.org (in Figure 3(e) ) shows higher change rates in the latest period of time.
A similar trend has been noticed in the BTC datasets, as shown in the Figure 4 . Sources such as ontologycentral.com (in Figure 4(a) ) shows a decreasing change rate, which starts increasing later on. The sources data.gov.uk (in Figure 4(c) ) and dataincubator.org (in Figure 4(d) ) are highly dynamic in nature and their change rates are higher than the other sources. Some of the sources changed recently, i.e., data.gov.uk (in Figure 4(c) ) and dataincubator.org (in Figure 4(d) ), show higher change rates. We have summarized the dynamic score and the AACP score, as shown in Table 7 and Table 8 . According to obtain results, the source Dbtrobes.org (in Figure 3(e) ) shows the highest dynamic score of 66.90 and AACP score of 28.80. Some of the sources were dynamic, e.g., data.gov.uk (in Figure 4(c) ), with 68. 30 and an AACP sore of 30.15. 
D. COMPARISON WITH EXISTING APPROACHES
In this section, we have briefly discussed the existing update approaches. We have evaluated our approach in two different scenarios. Firstly, in the single setup scenario, we have utilized the quality of the updates performed for a single iterative update. We also noticed the runtime overhead while executing the updates. Secondly, in the iterative setup, the quality of the update was measured over a longer period. We have utilized precision and recall to evaluate our approach.
1) AGE
Most of the update strategies use Age, as it is featured to capture the age of the data source. Based on the age the preference is assigned to fetch the sources. Age is an important feature that illustrates when the data source was last visited VOLUME 6, 2018 and updated [25] .
As shown in the equation 9, age is used by the scheduling strategies to fetch the data source c in time t i , whereas, t last is the last update time.
2) PAGERANK
This updates the sources from highest to lowest priority order of the Linked Data sources [46] . PageRank is represented as:
3) SIZE
The size shows the number of the triples provided by the data source. Most of the update function prioritizes the sources based on the size of the data items, e.g., it updates from largest to smallest data source [26] . The formula for size is as follows:
The ChangeRatio provides as how many changed items exist in the Linked Data Sources, which have been changed over the last known period of time [47] .
5) CHANGERATE
This update function quantifies the change by comparing the two snapshots. The ChangeRate of the Linked Data can be represented as , which quantifies the changes between two datasets or compute the distance between two data sources. The scheduling strategies based on the ChangeRate quantifies the evolution of the Linked Data over the period of time [21] . Which is represented as follows:
We have evaluated the effectiveness of our approach in two different setups, e.g., single and iterative setup. In the single setup, we have considered the effectiveness of our approach for single update. We have compared our approach with the state-of-the-art approach in the iterative scenario considering the update of the local data cache over a longer time. Moreover, we have discussed the runtime overhead comparison in Table 9 .
a: SINGLE SETUP
In the single step scenario, we utilized the quality of the updates performed by the update strategies for a single update, i.e., starting from the accurate copy of the sources. First, we started with the perfectly up-to-date cache and then assumed the change occurred at time t i . We have evaluated as how the existing as well as our proposed strategies update the local copy of the sources, as shown in Figure 5 . Although in both of the datasets our proposed dynamic function based strategy out-performed ChangeRate, ChangeRatio, Age, Size, and PageRank, all of these strategies showed a uniform loss of quality. After a single update, we have achieved 88% (Fmeasure) accuracy.
We observed that our approach only executed the relevant data updates with less drop and delay delay whereas all the other strategies executed a massive amount of overhead, resulting in a low effectivity. To obtain further insights regarding the runtime overhead of our proposed approach, we have also extended our previous evaluation results [8] . We utilized the Linked SPARQL Queries (LSQ) 14 [48] that was extracted from the access log of a public SPARQL endpoint. We selected LSQ because it matches our current structure of the DYLDO and BTC datasets. In Table 9 , we have summarized the results of the update strategies. The effectivity and the runtime overhead were set as the key metrics. We have calculated the effectivity as follows:
Since irrelevant executions create unnecessary load, among all the strategies, PageRank is the least effective with only 6.24% (32,690 vs. 2,040) and a longer runtime overhead as compared to all other strategies. The strategies PageRank, Size, and Age showed the worst results. These strategies executed irrelevant queries and did not detect all the changes. In contrast, ChangeRatio and ChangeRate executed less irrelevant queries but in the case of runtime overhead was higher. PASU outperforms other approaches with an effectivity of 93.6%. 
b: ITERATIVE SETUP
In this setup, we compared our approach with the state-ofthe-art approach called TLR. The goal of this setup was to estimate the accuracy, i.e., how good is the update policy for maintaining an accurate local data cache. We have assumed that the data is fetched at a fixed point in time t. We denote the size of the dataset that is fetched from the source by |X c,t |, containing number of triples at context c. We aimed to measure as how well the update policies performed in terms of maintaining an accurate local copy at times t i+1 , t i+2 ....t i+n .
A comparison of the proposed and the existing approaches in the iterative setup is shown in Fig 6. We have analyzed that our approach outperformed the baseline approach called Triple Linear Regression (TLR) [18] . In the iterative setup, we have observed the precision and recall of both approaches. We noticed a drop in the quality of the TLR approach along every iteration. In the first iteration, the TLR approach achieved 0.903 precision which dropped to 0.871 along with the three iterations. Our proposed approach performed better in terms of precision. The precision score calculated in the first iteration was 0.903 which dropped to 0.891 with an iteration. Similar trends existed in the recall scores. The recall dropped from 0.901 to 0.871 along with iterations. In our proposed approach, the recall score was 0.916 and was dropped to 0.881 but it was less effected by the dynamic nature of the Linked Data cloud.
VI. CONCLUSION
Quite often, the LOD application prefetch data and maintain local copies in their cache. Due to the highly dynamic nature VOLUME 6, 2018 of LOD, these local data caches become outdated. There is a need for efficient scheduling to replace the local cache. In this paper, we have presented our methodology to capture the changes in LOD and keep the local data cache up-to-date. The proposed approach utilized a change metric together with a weight function to identify the recent changes. We have evaluated our proposed approach into two different setups. The proposed approach is reported to outperform in the single and iterative setups. We have also compared the effectiveness of our approach with other state-of-the-art approaches. In the single setup, we have evaluated the quality of the updates of the local data cache based on precision and recall, and our approach achieved 88% (F-measure) accuracy and precision and recall from 0.883 to 0.890 and from 0.884 to 0.894, respectively. To check the effectiveness of our proposed approach, we have observed less runtime overhead, and the proposed scheduling strategy outperforms with an effectivity of 93.6%. In the iterative setup, we have evaluated the quality of the updates performing over a longer period of time. We noticed a drop in the quality of existing approaches compared to our approach. The effect of the dynamic nature of LOD on our proposed approach is minimum and it can be utilized in practical application scenarios of LOD. In the future, we plan to investigate our proposed approach in an index update scenario over an evolving LOD cloud. Due to the sensitivity of the index model, the accuracy of the index drops. We will investigate our approach to improve the accuracy of the index model over the evolving LOD, although, this is still in an early stage of research.
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